28-Hour General Mediation Training
August 16-19, 2017
12– Hour Practicum
August 24-25, 2017
Registration Fee:
40 hours: $1100.00 / 28-hours: $750.00 / $12 hours: $350.00
USG Employees & Students: $875.00 (40 hours) / 28 hours $525.00)
Registration Deadline: August 9, 2017
Dr. Heather Pincock , Assistant Professor of Conflict Management at KSU
Dr. Pincock earned her Ph.D. in Political Science at the Maxwell School, Syracuse University and was an associate of
Maxwell’s Program for Advancement on Research in Conflict and Collaboration (PARCC). Heather has served as the
coordinator of PARCC’s Conflict Management Center and as a volunteer mediator at New Justice Conflict Resolution
Services in Syracuse NY. In 2008-2009, Heather was a doctoral fellow at the Program on Negotiation at Harvard Law
School. Dr. Pincock is registered with the Georgia Office of Dispute Resolution and serves as a mediator, facilitator, and
trainer. As a facilitator with Alternatives to Violence Project (AVP) Heather co-facilitates conflict resolution workshops
prison and community settings in the greater Atlanta area.

Register at: http://conflict.hss.kennesaw.edu/training
Sponsored by: Center for Conflict Management
Call us at 470-578-6115 or email us at elahtine@kennesaw.edu
Cancellation Fees: Full Refund July 31—August 5, 2017. Administrative fee of $250.00 if cancelled from
August 6-12, 2017. No refund August 13-16, 2017.
The 28 hour General Mediation Training focuses on an understanding of the mediation process, communication skills, problemsolving skills, agreement writing, and mediation ethics. Mediation skills are taught in a highly interactive format through short lecture, group discussion, focused exercises, and coached role-paly. The workshop is designed to prepare the participant for mediation
in civil cases. In addition, this intense 3.5 day experience is designed to hone life skills that can enhance the participant’s ability to
interact effectively with others. The workshop meets general mediation requirements for registration with the Georgia Office of Dispute Resolution (GODR). In addition, the workshop is approved for Continuing Legal Education (CLE) hours (28 regular, 3 ethics, 1
professionalism). The 12 hour practicum substitutes for the requirement of 5 real-case observations needed to be registered with the
Office of Dispute Resolution.
GODR Required for all Trainings: The fact that a training program has been approved by the Georgia Office of Dispute Resolution
does not imply that any particular court-annexed or court referred program must or will accept as neutrals those who have completed
the program. Trainees have 18 months from the last date of training to apply for registration with the Georgia Office of Dispute Resolution or the training expires. Please visit www.godr.com to read these rules thoroughly.

